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Quantum: A Formidable Barrier To

Recovery Under A Claim

By Jerome S. Gabig*

Prevailing on a claim is a two-part exercise. First, the claimant must es-

tablish what is known as “entitlement.” Entitlement means, under federal

common law, that the claimant’s legal theory for recovery and assertion of

facts can withstand scrutiny by either the applicable court or administra-

tive tribunal.1 Entitlement is synonymous with the claimant having a cause

of action. Quantum is the second part of what the claimant must establish

to prevail on a claim. Albeit a simplification, as the name suggests,

quantum means how much money the claimant is entitled to recover.2

Since quantum is closely tied to claims, it is useful take a close look at

the term “claim” as it is commonly used in federal government contracts.

According to the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR), a claim is “a writ-

ten demand or written assertion by one of the contracting parties seeking,

as a matter of right, the payment of money in a sum certain, the adjustment

or interpretation of contract terms, or other relief arising under or relating

to the contract.”3 At the outset, it is worth noting the term “by one of the

contracting parties.” Although perhaps not as frequently made as claims

by contractors, government claims commonly occur. After submitting a

government claim, contracting officers are often surprised to experience

that a government claim can face a formidable barrier before the govern-

ment can recover.

Under case law, a claim “ripens” into a cause of action:

Under the FAR’s definition, a dispute must exist at the time of submission or

the Government must unreasonably delay in paying the request and the

contractor must notify the CO in writing that it is submitting a claim for the

routine request to ripen into a claim under the [Contract Disputes Act].4

The ripening process usually begins with a request for equitable adjust-
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ment (REA). An REA is a term of art not defined in the

FAR.5 “Equitable adjustments are simply corrective

measures utilized to keep a contractor whole when the

Government modifies a contract.”6 An equitable adjust-

ment reflects a particular contractor’s costs; it is not a

universal, objective determination of what the cost

would have been to other contractors at large.7

An equitable adjustment is not based upon market

prices, but reasonably incurred costs.8 As explained by

the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, “the

preferred way for a contractor to prove increased costs

is to submit actual cost data because such data provides

the court, or contracting officer, with documented

underlying expenses, ensuring that the final amount of

the equitable adjustment will be just that—equitable—

and not a windfall for either the government or the

contractor.”9

The Federal Circuit has summarized the correct ap-

proach to ascertaining quantum as follows:

The ascertainment of damages is not an exact science,

and where responsibility for damage is clear, it is not es-

sential that the amount thereof be ascertainable with

absolute exactness or mathematical precision: It is

enough if the evidence adduced is sufficient to enable a

court . . . to make a fair and reasonable approximation.10

However, as a practical matter, judges are reluctant to

conclude that they have sufficient evidence to make a

fair and reasonable determination of quantum unless the

evidence is based on actual data.

This BRIEFING PAPER discusses the various methods

claimants under government contracts use for proving

quantum, the applicable burdens of proof, selected deci-

sions illustrating the barriers to recovery under a govern-

ment contract claim posed by the determination of

quantum, and the role of change order accounting.

Methods Of Proving Quantum

Since proving quantum is not an exact science, claim-

ants have used a variety of methods. There is clearly a

preference for the actual cost method. Other methods of

proving costs include total costs, modified total costs,

the measured mile, and the jury verdict. Each method is

discussed below.

Actual Costs

It is beyond contention that the actual cost method is

the preferred method for proving costs.11 A major reason

why the actual cost method is preferred is because

contractors are expected to prove their costs using the

best evidence available under the circumstances.12

Invariably, actual costs are the best evidence under the

circumstances. “Logically, to prove damages through

the actual cost method, the plaintiff must provide the

court with specific documentation of the expenses

caused by the government’s change.”13 Hence, a failure

to account for accumulated actual costs and to present

that information to a court or board in a coherent man-

ner can result in either a substantial reduction or total

disallowance of the claimed costs.14

Total Costs

The total cost method is not preferred because it as-

sumes the entire cost overrun is solely the government’s

fault. The total cost method calculates the difference be-

tween the bid price on the original contract and the

actual total cost of performing the contract as changed.15
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A court or board of contract appeals is only likely to

permit a total cost method of recovery if actual costs

could not be established and the claimant can meet the

following prerequisites: (1) the nature of the particular

cost is impossible or highly impracticable to determine

with a reasonable degree of certainty; (2) the contractor’s

bid was realistic; (3) the contractor’s actual incurred

costs were reasonable; and (4) the contractor was not

responsible for any of the added costs.16

Modified Total Costs

As a practical matter, rarely is the government totally

at fault concerning all the accumulated costs relating to

a contractor’s claim. The modified total costs method

seeks to take into consideration that the contractor shares

some responsibility to the additional costs. A modified

total cost method might also apply where the original

proposal lacks price realism or where a contractor might

have been able to better mitigate costs.17

“Measured Mile”

Where the claim involves considerable disruption, a

potential method of measuring damages is the “mea-

sured mile.” The measured mile approach compares the

productivity achieved during a period of delay and/or

disruption caused by Government action with a period

when the contractor was making normal progress in

performing the work. To the extent that no contractor

actions caused the loss or productivity, the measured

mile method arguably is the most accurate way to mea-

sure a loss of productivity.18 The measured mile method

was thoroughly addressed in a recent BRIEFING PAPER.19

Jury Verdict

As a practical matter, claimants seeking recovery us-

ing the jury verdict method do not have a high prob-

ability of success. In an article written in 2015, Profes-

sor Nash discussed his research findings concerning 16

jury verdict decisions during the period between 2006 to

2015 that granted some relief.20 However, a statistic of

less than two instances a year in which the jury verdict

method of provided some recovery should make claim-

ants cautious about relying on the jury verdict method.

The prerequisites before a court or a board will permit

the use of the jury verdict method include (1) clear proof

of injury; (2) there is no more reliable method for

computing damages; and (3) the evidence is sufficient

for a court to make a fair and reasonable approximation

of the damage.21 There is authority that the jury verdict

is a continuation into quantum as a means to resolve

factual disputes.22

Applicable Burdens Of Proof

The general rule is that the burden of proof, by the

preponderance of the evidence, is on the party advocat-

ing the claim.23 As to quantum, the claiming party should

seek to meet its burden of proof by submitting adequate

supporting documentation.24 Stated differently, the

burden of proof gives the benefit of doubt to the party

defending the claim.25 For government claims, the

agency typically bears the burden of proof.26 However,

where the government claim involves a disallowance of

cost, the burden of proof can be more complicated. The

FAR declares that the “burden of proof shall be upon the

contractor to establish that such cost is reasonable.”27

The origin of this FAR provision is 10 U.S.C.A. § 3749

(formerly 10 U.S.C.A. § 2324(j)) for military agencies

and 41 U.S.C.A. § 4309 for civilian agencies. The 10

U.S.C.A. § 3749 version states:

In a proceeding before the Armed Services Board of

Contract Appeals, the United States Court of Federal

Claims, or any other Federal court in which the reason-

ableness of indirect costs for which a contractor seeks

reimbursement from the Department of Defense is in is-

sue, the burden of proof shall be upon the contractor to

establish that those costs are reasonable.28

Contractors should not be intimidated by the statu-

tory burden of proof that a cost is reasonable. “A cost is

reasonable if, in its nature and amount, it does not

exceed that which would be incurred by a prudent

person in the conduct of competitive business.”29 The

FAR acknowledges there are “a variety of considerations

and circumstances” that could cause a cost to

reasonable.30 Four specifically identified considerations

in the FAR for reasonableness are:

(1) Whether it is the type of cost generally recognized

as ordinary and necessary for the conduct of the contrac-

tor’s business or the contract performance;

(2) Generally accepted sound business practices,
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arm’s-length bargaining, and Federal and State laws and

regulations;

(3) The contractor’s responsibilities to the Govern-

ment, other customers, the owners of the business, em-

ployees, and the public at large; and

(4) Any significant deviations from the contractor’s

established practices.31

Just because a cost is challenged by the government

as unreasonable does not mean there is merit to the

challenge. In Phoenix Data Solutions LLC, F/K/A Aetna

Government Health Plans,32 the Defense Health Agency

challenged the reasonableness of the contractor’s 2008

general and administrative (G&A) expense rates with a

mere empty assertion that the rates were “too high.” The

Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals (ASBCA)

decided the issue in favor of the contractor, holding that

the contractor “presented credible testimony regarding

the calculation of its G&A rate, and explained that that

G&A rate was high as a percentage because the pool of

costs was applied to a small base.” Thus, the board al-

lowed the contractor its claimed G&A expenses of

$4,542,366.33

The ASBCA’s 2014 decision in Kellogg Brown &

Root Services, Inc.34 (KBRS) provides useful insight

into how that board decides reasonableness. In this case,

KBRS was awarded a cost-plus award fee contract in

2001 to “provide the Army with an additional means to

adequately support the current and programmed force

by performing selected services in wartime and other

operations” in Iraq. Special Provision H-16 stated that

the government would provide force protection to

contractor employees commensurate with that given to

Service/Agency civilian employees in the area of

operations.

The Army breached the contract by not providing the

requisite security:

KBRS met with [Major General (MG)] Speakes and

reported that the personnel and equipment casualties

from attacks on its convoys and those of its subcontrac-

tors from mid-May to date were 7 killed, 7 wounded, 4

missing and 10 trucks missing. MG Speakes noted,

among other things that: “Tomorrow the government will

provide convoy protection for 46% of the convoys wait-

ing to travel north. This level of support must increase,

but presently the government is short convoy escort

vehicles and shooters (shotgun riders).”35

Hence, KBRS subcontracted for security to private

security companies (PSCs). The ASBCA concluded that,

“in the security conditions prevailing in Iraq in 2003–

2006, the use of PSCs by KBRS and its subcontractors

was reasonable as that term is defined in FAR 31.201-

3(a).”36

In its brief, the Army argued was that KBRS’s rem-

edy was to stop performance rather than hire PSCs. The

ASBCA rebuked the Army’s disingenuousness by

stating:

Fortunately for the troops that depended on KBRS and

its subcontractors for their life-support and other logisti-

cal support services, KBRS and its subcontractors did

not adopt the attitude now suggested by the government

as their only remedy for the government’s failures to

provide force protection. As Mr. Murray, the [troop din-

ing facilities] subcontractor manager expressed it: “if

you don’t have a delivery coming in every third day,

you’re in trouble. You can’t feed soldiers. That was un-

acceptable to us, as a caterer, and to our client KBR. We

could not fail.”37

Put in perspective, there is no reason for contractors

to be intimidated by their burden of proof for

reasonableness. Straightforward testimony by an astute

business owner often is sufficient to meet the burden.38

In 2017, the ASBCA issued a decision that provides a

good lesson to contractors about not giving in too

quickly when the Defense Contract Audit Agency

(DCAA) recommends disallowing a cost. The underly-

ing controversy in A-T Solutions, Inc.39 (ATS) involved

an Army contract to provide professional services and

materials to train on improvised explosive devices. The

training was to take place both within the United States

and overseas. The cost-plus-fixed-fee contract was

awarded to ATS for a base year and up to four option

years. Under the contract, ATS provided the training

materials and equipment as commercial items and was

paid for them at its catalog prices. ATS’s proposal stated

that it was a provider of commercial training and that its

training materials were priced using its product catalog.

In July 2011, the DCAA issued a report questioning

ATS’s charging for training material based on com-

mercial prices rather than at actual costs as set forth in

FAR 31.205-26, “Material costs.” The contracting of-

ficer deferred to the DCAA. The Army suspended a per-
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centage of reimbursement of payment on the contract,

and ATS appealed to the ASBCA. The board decided in

favor of ATS, finding that the government had “not met

its burden to show that the transfers of commercial ATS

training materials between ATS divisions were not the

sort of [interorganizational] transfers contemplated by

FAR 31.205-26(e).”40 Put in context, ATS prevailed by

holding the DCAA to its burden of proof—something

the DCAA could not meet.

Where there is no dispute over the reasonableness or

the amount of costs incurred, nor over the allocability of

amounts charged to a contract, and the Government

seeks to disallow costs solely upon not being “unallow-

able,” the Government bears the burden of proving that

the costs are of the type made specifically unallowable

by regulation or contract provision.41 An example of the

ASBCA holding that the Government did not meet its

burden of proof occurred in SRI International (SRI).42

In that decision, SRI was awarded a research and devel-

opment contract by the Defense Advanced Research

Project Agency. SRI had assumed a line of credit (LOC)

with a bank to assure performance on the covenants and

restrictions on the requisite bonds. In SRI’s appeal of

the administrative contracting officer’s decision disal-

lowing its claim for the LOC costs, the government

contended the LOC costs were unallowable under FAR

31.205-20, “Interest and other financial costs,” as costs

of financing long-term capital. The ASBCA held that the

government failed to carry its burden in proving that

SRI’s LOC costs were of the type made specifically

unallowable by regulation or contract provision. Ac-

cordingly, SRI was able to recover its LOC costs. As

shown in SRI International, the government’s burden of

showing that a cost is unallowable under a regulation

can benefit contractors that choose to resist the disal-

lowance of a cost.

In summary, burdens of proof are often barriers to

both contractors and the government being able to

prevail on quantum. Hence, a prudent claimant should

pay close attention to burdens of proof.

Selected Decisions Providing Insight

Into Quantum As A Formidable Barrier

To Recovery

Discussed below are some selected decisions that

exemplify why quantum can be a formidable (but not

insurmountable) barrier to recovering on a FAR claim.

King Aerospace—ASBCA

In King Aerospace, Inc.,43 King was awarded a con-

tract to repair and maintain a fleet of aircraft. King knew

at the outset of contract that the Government-furnished

aircraft were in inferior condition. King was capable of

tracking the above and beyond costs to repair and

maintain the substandard fleet. However, King chose to

present its case for quantum before the ASBCA using

the measured mile method rather than actual costs. The

ASBCA held: “This is the problem with King’s quantum

case: it paints with too broad a brush.” The end result

was that because King did not heed the strong prefer-

ence that the ASBCA has for actual costs, King only

recovered $3,640,794 of the $8,472,473 amount

claimed.44

Kellogg Brown & Root Services, Inc.—ASBCA

Kellogg Brown & Root Services, Inc.45 (KBR), de-

cided in 2018, was one of numerous ASBCA decisions

arising from the Army’s LOGCAP III contracts to sup-

port the military during the Iraq war. In this task order,

KBR was obligated to provide thousands of air-

conditioned trailers to several sites in Iraq. KBR issued

a $80,978,562 firm-fixed-price subcontract to a Kuwaiti

company, FKTC, to perform this work. This subcontract

contained a “Changes” clause modeled on the standard

FAR “Changes” clauses.

The claim arose from the Army having a contractual

duty to protect convoys from attacks. However, convoy

protection was not a high priority for the Army. The

subcontractors had to off-load their trucks at the border

and then reloaded when a convoy was available. FKTC

submitted REAs arising from the delays and disruptions

for $33.8 million and $30.6 million. The negotiations

between KBR and FKTC were hampered by FKTC not

disclosing cost information that FKTC considered

proprietary. Eventually, the parties agreed to settle the

claims for $23,831,147.

Prior to the $23,831,147 settlement, FKTC presented

another REA seeking $41,971,166 for idle truck time

waiting for convoys. This negotiation was delayed as
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KBR sought actual costs from FKTC but eventually

settled on a model that an FKTC expert devised as to the

costs of idle trucks and drivers. This $41,971,166 claim

was settled for $24,923,400.

KBR sought to passed along its costs of the settled

FKTC claims by submitting a claim to the Army for

$51,273,482. The DCAA recommended disallowing

most of the claim based on a lack of supporting

documentation. The contracting officer disregarded the

DCAA’s recommendation because the contract suppos-

edly was “commercial,” thus not requiring actual cost

data. The contracting officer deemed $25,564,516 to be

fair and reasonable. Not satisfied with being paid less

than 50% of the claim, KBR sought de novo review at

the ASBCA.46

The ASBCA made the following finding:

FKTC was a Kuwaiti contracting and construction firm

with multi-million dollar projects. It had a number of

contracts with the government, including embassy

construction. FKTC had approximately 70 subcontracts

with KBR in 2003-04. One of its founders was an expert

in finance and it also maintained a finance department

led by a manager with 19 years of experience. FKTC had

continual growth, making it one of Kuwait’s largest

companies. All of these factors demonstrate that it

functioned at a sophisticated level.47

The ASBCA’s finding that FKTC was capable of ac-

counting for its actual costs arising from the delay and

disruption of convoys doomed KBR’s claim. The

ASBCA found:

In sum, KBR has no shown that a prudent person

conducting a competitive business would have resolved

FKTC’s delay REA based upon the model submitted by

FKTC. That model was not realistic and did not ap-

proximate FKTC’s actual costs arising from a delay.

KBR has not shown that FKTC lacked such information,

why it would lack such information, or why it would be

reasonable not to have such information given the

subcontract’s record-keeping mandate and requirement

to support REAs with actual costs.48

The ASBCA denied KBR any recovery.

One of the many lessons learned from this decision is

that even highly sophisticated companies can fall victim

to the formidable barrier that quantum can be to recover-

ing under a claim.

Pacific Coast Community Services, Inc.—Court

Of Federal Claims

In Pacific Coast Community Services, Inc. v. United

States,49 the Federal Protective Service (FPS) issued a

solicitation for support services in Los Angeles and San

Francisco consisting of five full-time equivalents

(FTEs). This service contract was for a one-year base

period followed by four one-year options. The contract

was ambiguous as to whether Pacific Coast was required

to provide 1,888 productive hours per FTE per year, as

the contractor asserted, or 2,000 productive hours, as the

Government contended. Pacific Coast prevailed on the

merits. The lawsuit proceeded to the quantum phase.

Pacific Coast argued that the FPS caused Pacific Coast

to provide more employees than the contract required.

As explained by the court:

Pacific Coast has shown the math to support what it al-

leges it is entitled to receive, but has not met its burden

of showing that it actually incurred those costs, as

required, to receive an equitable adjustment—or restitu-

tion—as a remedy for a constructive change to the

Contract. Courts are not permitted to award equitable

adjustment when the plaintiff cannot prove it was harmed

by the government’s actions. To that end, courts cannot

award equitable adjustment when doing so would result

in a windfall.50

Once again, the failure to prove actual costs proved

fatal to a claimant being able to recover on its claim.

Bannum, Inc.—Court Of Federal Claims

In Bannum, Inc. v. United States,51 the claimant filed

suit against United States seeking $317,490.55 in bid

preparation and other costs after the Bureau of Prisons

(BOP) terminated for convenience a contract to provide

residential reentry services. Bannum had initially been

awarded the contract. However, following a Govern-

ment Accountability Office protest, Bannum’s proposal

was eliminated from the competition.

Although Bannum sought recovery for many alleged

incurred costs, this analysis is focused upon the alleged

“initial and preparatory costs” to perform the contract.

The BOP did not contest entitlement but instead chal-

lenged that Bannum had not proven quantum. As ex-

plained in the decision:

The defendant acknowledges that these costs are re-
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coverable after a termination for convenience. See FAR

52.249-2(g); FAR 31.205-42. The defendant argues,

however, that the plaintiff has failed to provide the

documentation to justify and support its claims. All that

Bannum has submitted in support of its claims for these

costs is a spreadsheet it prepared based on its general

ledger. Bannum’s summary of costs from its general

ledger, the defendant argues, is insufficient to support the

amounts it claims for these preparatory costs. The

spreadsheet is unverified; the plaintiff has not provided

any explanation as to how it prepared the spreadsheet,

who prepared it, or what source documents underlie the

figures.52

The court agreed with the BOP:

Spreadsheets in the control of and prepared by the

claimant are inadequate without supporting receipts of

other evidence, or at least some explanation by the person

who prepared them to explain how they were prepared

and how the information in them was validated. Such

documents are easy to manufacture and manipulate.

There is no evidence that Bannum has manipulated the

spreadsheets presented in support of its claimed costs,

and the Court does not suggest that it has; yet, there is

likewise no evidence contemporaneous with those costs

to support them. Companies do not do business without

receipts, contracts, documentation of costs, and the like.

And companies do not remain in business by failing to

maintain such records, at least for as long as the tax man

may be able to come in and check the books.53

Bannum is yet another decision where recovery on a

claim was within the grasp of the claimant but the claim-

ant did not make a sufficient effort to prove quantum. If

the Bannum employee who prepared the spreadsheet

had testified as to why the data entries were reliable, it is

probable that Bannum would have done better than zero

recovery.

TRANLOGICTICS, LLC. —ASBCA

TRANLOGISTICS LLC54 involved a relatively small

amount of money but is a textbook decision for the gen-

eral proposition that without proving actual incurred

costs a monetary recovery is unlikely. The underlying

contract was in the amount of $98,898.90. The contrac-

tor was obligated to transport military cargo by multiple

truck trips between Soto Cano Air Base, Honduras and

Port of Cortes, Honduras. TRANLOGISTICS presented

the contracting officer with a claim for $170,932.05 for

“additional work and delay costs.” The government

responded by asking for documentary support for the

claim. TRANLOGISTICS provided three invoices from

Aaron Casariego, who was identified as the subcontrac-

tor’s project manager.

Here is an extract from the decision:

At the hearing of the appeals, appellant put forward

Mr. Casariego to substantiate his and the vendor invoices.

Mr. Casariego has a personal relationship with appel-

lant’s Chief Executive Officer, Lily Tran Ms. Tran and

Mr. Casariego have lived together for the last ten years

(including at appellant’s business address), have been

engaged to be married for eight years, and have two chil-

dren together. Mr. Casariego was, at least during contract

performance if not also at other times, one of appellant’s

corporate officers, at least its Chief Financial Officer. He

is also responsible for the invoice redactions: his testi-

mony is that he suggested that vendors redact their

invoices so they could maintain their “confidentiality.”

And although Mr. Casariego says that he knows the

identities of the vendors, he refused during the hearing to

identify them, even after having been duly sworn to

testify truthfully.55

The decision states nothing profound but it makes

clear that TRANLOGISTICS had not meet its burden of

proving quantum. As explained by the ASBCA:

In support of its quantum argument, the claimant seems

to say that it can prove the amount it is due without hav-

ing to rely upon invoices, merely by showing that the

amount it requests is reasonable according to market

prices in Honduras. However, we require evidence of

actual incurred costs, if possible, not market prices.”56

C.H. Hyperbarics, Inc.—ASBCA

C.H. Hyperbarics, Inc.57 (CHHI) involved a Navy

contract for design and installation of hyperbaric piping

and instrumentation for the Army Special Forces Train-

ing Facility at Key West, Florida. CHHI submitted

claims for defective specifications, differing site condi-

tions, changes, and failure to deliver government-

furnished equipment. According to the DCAA, CHHI

failed to segregate its labor hours for added work. The

government challenged CHHI’s quantum claim on the

grounds that it is not based on actual cost data, but on

estimates that were not supported by detailed, substanti-

ating, and corroborating data.

The ASBCA held that CHHI’s estimates had a “rea-

sonable basis in fact and constitute[d] sufficient evi-
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dence” to allow the board “to make a fair and reason-

able approximation of the damages.” The board

emphasized the testimony from CHHI’s president who

prepared the estimates and who provided supporting

documentation:

In this case we have Mr. Herblot’s estimates of direct

labor hours assigned to specific tasks within CHHI’s

REAs that were based on his experience and best

judgment. Mr. Herblot’s testimony as to the nature of the

additional work required as a result of the government’s

defective specifications, defective [government-

furnished property], and differing site conditions is evi-

dence of resultant injury. He was familiar with all aspects

of the job and had experience in estimating labor costs

for tasks from submitting proposals to the government.

His estimates were based on his own familiarity with the

work performed. In addition, the REA estimates were

supported by correspondence and documents evidencing

work performed for resolution of the problems. The

government’s challenge to Mr. Herblot’s estimates of

direct labor hours was no more than vague, generalized

assertions.58

The decision provides some favorable prose for

claimants:

A claimant need not prove his damages with absolute

certainty or mathematical exactitude. . . . It is sufficient

if he furnishes the Court with a reasonable basis for

computation, even though the result is only approximate.

. . . Yet this leniency as to the actual mechanics of

computation does not relieve the contractor of his es-

sential burden of establishing the fundamental facts of li-

ability, causation and resultant injury. . . . It was

plaintiff’s obligation in the case at bar . . . to provide a

basis for making a reasonably correct approximation of

the damages which arose therefrom.59

The lesson learned from C.H. Hyperbarics, Inc. is

that credible testimony from a knowledgeable corporate

officer can be a valuable tool for contractors to overcome

the formidable barrier to recovering quantum under a

claim.

S.W. Electronics & Manufacturing Corp.—Court

Of Claims

S.W. Electronics & Manufacturing Corp. v. United

States60 provides some useful insight into judicial

scrutiny of quantum. The underlying Navy contract was

to manufacture and deliver 527 radios for military

aircraft at a contract price of $823,645. The specifica-

tion contained a defective design for a rotary switch.

The contracting officer determined that S.W. Electronics

was entitled to recover $20,813. Unsatisfied with the

amount offered by the contracting officer, the contractor

appealed to the ASBCA. The ASBCA held that S.W.

Electronics’ attempts to prove quantum using both the

total cost method and the jury method were unsuccess-

ful and limited recovery to $2,601. The contractor

sought review at the Court of Claims under the then

Wunderlich Act. The Court of Claims held that the

ASBCA’s decision was “arbitrary, capricious, and not

supported by substantial evidence.”61

The board reinstated the $20,813 granted by the

contracting officer:

The court is thus confronted with the problem of cor-

recting the board’s error. Since it is clear that some ra-

dios were manufactured with the Ledex switch prior to

the instructions correcting the problem, plaintiff is

entitled to some damages. We conclude that the contract-

ing officer’s award of $20,813.63 was a reasonable ap-

proximation of the damages which plaintiff has proved.62

The lesson learned in S.W. Electronics is that once a

court or board is convinced that the claimant has in-

curred damages, an award of damages may be made

based on a “fair and reasonable approximation.”63

However, given the discretion that judges have to

ascertain if there is a reasonable approximation of dam-

ages, the benevolence of the Court of Claims exhibited

in 1981 is not something that claimants can be assured

of receiving.64

Industrial Maintenance Services Inc. —CBCA

Industrial Maintenance Services, Inc. v. Department

of Veterans Affairs65 involved a change order for added

work resulting in a five-day extension. The agency chal-

lenged the contractor’s charges of $1000 for a forklift

rental and fuel. The agency questioned whether the

forklift and fuel were utilized during or after the change

order. The CBCA found that the contractor had not

explained or supported the claimed amounts or linked

these charges to the change order. In denying the appeal,

the CBCA stated: “The contractor’s broad-brush ap-

proach, and failure to point to specific tasks or related

dollars, results in an unsupported position.”66
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Missouri Department Of Social Services—

ASBCA

Missouri Department of Social Services67 involved

the Army’s contract with the Missouri Department of

Social Services to provide food service operations at 18

dining facilities at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. The

Army issued a change order reducing the number of din-

ing facilities from 18 to 12. The board found credible

the calculations of the contractor’s expert of unrecovered

fixed costs due to the partial termination.

Based on the calculations proffered by appellant’s expert,

we find that appellant’s unrecovered fixed costs due to

the partial termination (plus 3% profit) amount to

$1,235,302. This calculation is based on a review of ap-

pellant’s actual incurred costs, which were adjusted

downward by the expert in specific instances where they

exceeded proposed amounts, thus avoiding recovery of

increased costs not resulting from the partial

termination.68

The Army did not provide its own expert. Instead, the

Army defended by arguing that the contractor had not

sustained its burden of proof. The board rejected the

Army’s argument and found that the contractor had

“proved the amount of its loss with sufficient

certainty.”69

Change Order Accounting

According to the Federal Circuit, “[t]he issuance of a

change order request should signal to the prudent

contractor that it must maintain records detailing any

additional work, just as should the encountering of dif-

fering site conditions.”70 Hence, courts and boards are

less likely to be sympathetic to contractor difficulties in

proving quantum where the claim is based on change

orders.

FAR 43.205 states: “The contracting officer may

insert a clause, substantially the same as the clause at

52.243-6, Change Order Accounting, in solicitations and

contracts for supply and research and development

contracts of significant technical complexity, if numer-

ous changes are anticipated.”71 The “Change Order Ac-

counting” clause, as the name suggests, requires a

contractor to segregate and account for change orders. It

is important to note that FAR 52.243-6 is not a manda-

tory clause; the contracting officer has discretion

whether to insert the clause into a contract. However,

given the strong preference of courts and boards for

actual costs, if the clause causes the contractor to

separately account for change orders, the clause proba-

bly is a benefit to the contractor, if followed.

Contractors with DCAA-approved accounting sys-

tems typically implement change order accounting by

opening a separate charge number. If a contracting of-

ficer does not direct the use of change order accounting,

there is authority that a court or board will be more

lenient in requiring a contractor with a fixed-price

contract to prove its claim using actual costs.72

Guidelines

The Guidelines below are intended to assist contrac-

tors that face quantum as being a formidable barrier to

recovering claims. They are not, however, a substitute

for professional representation in any specific situations.

1. Act early. As soon as you are aware of a change or-

der or a differing site condition, set up a separate charge

account.

2. While it is only necessary to prove damages with

reasonable certainty, err on the side of proving damages

beyond the preponderance of evidence. Do not give the

Government the opportunity to argue that you have not

properly supported the claim as required by FAR 31.201-

2(d).

3. Courts and boards have a strong preference for

proof of damages by actual costs. The more detailed the

information on incurred costs, the greater possibility of

a recovery.

4. Use of a method other than actual damages is

precarious. If you elect a method other than actual costs,

justify the use of that method as required by the case

law.

5. Present accounting and cost records in a clear and

concise manner. Don’t expect a judge to do your job of

tracing a logical flow through documentation to ascertain

damages.
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